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Abstract
This paper discusses the need for the preservation of
audiovisual content in the OSGeo communities be-
yond the established software repositories. Audiovi-
sual content related to OSGeo projects such as train-
ing videos can be preserved by multimedia archiving
and retrieval services which are currently developed
by the library community. This is demonstrated by
the reference case of a newly discovered version of
the GRASS GIS 1987 promotional video which is be-
ing included into the AV-portal of the German Na-
tional Library of Science and Technology (TIB). Ac-
cess to the video will be provided upon the release of
the web-based portal, allowing for extended search
capabilities based on enhanced metadata derived by
automated video analysis. This is a reference case
for future preservation activities regarding semantic-
enhanced Web2.0 content from OSGeo projects.
Keywords: GRASS GIS, OSGeo, digital preser-
vation, educational material, audio visual media,
Youtube, GRASS 1987 promotional video, Digital
Object Identifiers, audiovisual history, screen casts,
Web 2.0, Multimedia retrieval.
1 Knowledge Preservation in the
OSGeo Communities
1.1 The Role of OSGeo
Since its launch in 2006, the Open Source Geospa-
tial Foundation (OSGeo) has distinguished itself as
an umbrella organisation, incubation tank and soft-
ware license clearinghouse for a large and growing
number of geospatial Free and Open Source (FOSS)
software projects (OSGeo 2014).
Work in these projects is done by international
communities of volunteers. It is centered, but not
limited to the development of software tools. Tasks
like software testing, the creation of reference data,
technical writing for user-and developer-manuals,
multi-language translation and the creation of tutori-
als/educational material augment the core software
development activities. Without these tasks, the ac-
cess to the software would be seriously hampered for
the majority of users.
1.2 Use of Repositories and Web 2.0 use in
OSGeo projects
While the software of the OSGeo projects is main-
tained in repository systems such as CVS, SVN and
Git, most of the audiovisual educational material is
currently provided via virtual Web 2.0 communi-
ties, including Slideshare and YouTube. References
to the content are made by links and free classifica-
tion (Folksonomy/Tagging). For the licensing of this
intellectual property are often Creative Commons li-
censes used.
The content which is shared on the Web2.0 chan-
nels consists of experience gained with specific soft-
ware instances for geospatial analysis or processing
tasks. This is an important source of practical know-
how for Geo–informatics practitioners.
1.3 The Challenge of Audiovisual Content
Preservation
The audiovisual content provided through the Web
2.0 channels continues to grow for all OSGeo
projects. With the ubiquity of screen capture soft-
ware and video recording, this approach has dis-
tinguished itself as a fast and affordable alternative
to preserve the underlying knowledge in text doc-
uments. Collaborative tagging is used to provide
searchable keywords regarding the actual content.
While this is sufficient to search for the names of
specific OSGeo software projects, it is an ineffective
means to query specific software versions or the de-
scription of complex or specialized workflows. Until
now, there are no explicit community rules or best
practices how long such geospatial-themed audiovi-
sual content will be kept available. It may be eventu-
ally removed by its creator without previous notice,
but might also go offline once the Web 2.0 portal is
retired.
The discussion of long term preservation of au-
diovisual content and effective search access for au-
diovisual content within the scope of OSGeo has just
begun. Most content providers still consider the Web
2.0 portals as ubiquitous untrustworthy providers of
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persistent storage space. However, this assumption
remains to be verified.
Both from the perspective of the OSGeo commu-
nities and research libraries, it is imperative that the
knowledge and scientific expertise provided through
this audiovisual content is preserved, made fully
searchable and citable for future reference. For this
reference cases and best practices are needed.
2 Geographic Resource Analysis
Support Software (GRASS) GIS
2.1 GRASS GIS Development Overview
GRASS GIS, the Geographic Resource Analysis
Support Software, is one of the oldest Free and
Open Source Geographic Information System (GIS)
projects (GRASS GIS 2014). The acronym was intro-
duced to adhere to the common use of plant names in
earlier Geographic Information Systems (GIS), such
as SAGE and MOSS (Mapping Overlay Statistical
System) (Westervelt 2004). While being a founding
project of OSGeo, it predates the organization by sev-
eral decades, having been under continuous devel-
opment since 1982.
From its launch in 1982 until 1997, GRASS GIS
was hosted at U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers Re-
search Laboratory (USA CERL). Baylor University,
Texas, maintained the software from 1997 to 1999.
Beginning in 1998 GRASS GIS was hosted at Univer-
sity of Hannover, Germany until 2001, when ITC-irst
in Trento, Italy took over. In 2006, GRASS GIS be-
came one of the first projects to join the OSGeo Foun-
dation. Since then its main repository is hosted by
the OSGeo in the USA.
Since the beginning of the project, the GRASS
user base has continuously grown. From 1982 to 1991
the dropping prices for computer equipment were
the driving factor. In this decade before the advent
of the WWW, the user base of GRASS was measured
in “sites” installations. See table 1 for details.
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Year GRASS 
Installations (Sites) 
GRASS Version 
1982 1 - 
1983 3 - 
1984 5 - 
1985 20 GRASS 1.0 
1987 100+ GRASS 3.0 
1988 1000+ GRASS 3.0 
1989 1000+ GRASS3.1 (public domain) 
1991 1000+ GRASS 4.0 (ftp: 
128.174.5.50) 
Table 1: Growth of GRASS installations from 1982 – 1991 (Westervelt 
1991) 
In 1989, the software was placed in the Public Domain and was made available 
on the Internet via anonymous FTP starting in 1991. The licensing under the 
General Public License (GPL), beginning with GRASS5.0 in 1999 has resulted in 
a strong growth of the developer community, leading to new features which grew 
the user base further worldwide. The license model remains unchanged for the 
current GRASS6.0 versions and the upcoming GRASS7.0. 
During its long development, GRASS has attracted multiple generations of users 
and developers.  While development began in 1982 on Z-80 8-bit CPUs with 64 
KB address space, the software was soon ported to improved hardware platforms 
and operating systems like UNIX. Since 2005, 64bit CPUs are natively 
supported. Currently GRASS GIS is available for a wide range of computing 
environments, spanning from Android-based palmtops over desktop PCs to High 
Performance Computing Clusters (Neteler 2013, Löwe et al. 2012).  
A side effect of the GRASS development effort was creation of the modern Open 
Geospatial Consortium (OGC). It was originally founded in 1987 under the name 
Open GRASS Foundation (OGF), taking the project lead from the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (U.S.A.-
CERL)(Westervelt 2004).  
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In 1989, t e software was placed in the Pub-
lic Domain and was made available on the Inter-
net via anonymous FTP starting in 1991. The li-
ce sing under the General Public License (GPL), be-
ginning with GRASS5.0 in 1999 has resulted in a
strong growth of the developer community, leading
to new features which grew the user base further
worldwide. The license model remains unchanged
for the current GRASS6.0 versions a d the upcoming
GRASS7.0.
During its long development, GRASS has at-
tracted multiple generations of users and develop-
ers. While development began in 1982 on Z-80 8-
bit CPUs with 64 KB address space, the software
was soon ported to improved hardware platforms
and operating systems like UNIX. Since 2005, 64bit
CPUs are natively supported. Currently GRASS GIS
is available for a wide range of computing environ-
ments, spanning from Android-based palmtops over
desktop PCs to High Performance Computing Clus-
ters (Neteler 2013, Löwe et al. 2012).
A side effect of the GRASS development effort
was creation of the modern Open Geospatial Consor-
tium (OGC). It was originally founded in 1987 un-
der the name Open GRASS Foundation (OGF), tak-
ing the project lead from the U.S. Army Corps of En-
gineers Construction Engineering Research Labora-
tory (USA CERL) (Westervelt 2004).
2.2 “GRASS -the adventure begins” – the
1987 Video Commercial
In 1987 a video commercial was produced by the U.S.
Army Natural Resources Management Program to
promote the use of GRASS GIS. By that time, the user
base had grown to over hundred installation sites,
using GRASS 2.0 on hardware which required an in-
vestment of 40,000 USD.
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2.2.1 Filming and Production
Production took six months and was managed by
Robert Lozar as the Principal Investigator. Filming
and special effects were carried out by Moving Pic-
tures Productions Champaign Illinois. For audio, a
soundtrack was composed by Scott Wyatt and the
audio script was narrated by the professional actor
William Shatner.
2.2.2 Legacy
Following its commercial use, the promotional video
remained unavailable to the growing worldwide
GRASS GIS community until 2004. A digitized copy
of a remaining analog VHS tape was shown at the
FOSS/GRASS Users Conference 2004 in Bangkok.
Subsequently, this digitized version was made avail-
able for download from the GRASS project website
and is currently available from the OSGeo portal
(OSGeo: GRASS MOVIE CERL 2014) and several
repostings on YouTube (Youtube: GRASS MOVIE
CERL 2014).
2.2.3 Content and Significance
The content of the promotional video provides a
generic introduction to the basic concepts and poten-
tial applications of geographic information systems
to land managers in the 1980s, emphasizing the ben-
efits of the use of GRASS GIS. In addition, projec-
tions for decreasing hardware costs for GIS installa-
tions are given and supported hardware platforms
are listed.
The video is a rare piece of documentation from
the early days of GIS and Geoinformatics. As the de-
velopment of GRASS GIS still continues 27 years af-
ter the production of the video, it is noteworthy that
for many command sequences shown in the video
modern counterparts still exist. Also, the video in-
dicates that the Spearfish sample data set (Spearfish
Sample Data 2014) still provided for
GRASS GIS can be traced back to 1987. Since its
re-release in 2004, the promotional video is used both
in GIS education and OSGeo events to emphasize
the rapid growth of computer processing power and
storage space.
2.2.4 The Citation Problem
Until now, no permanent way to reference the pro-
motional GRASS video and cite its content exists.
The WIRED internet magazine addressed this issue
in an article explicitly in 2013, stating that the video is
not referenced on the International Movie Database
or Wikipedia. It is noteworthy that the article pro-
vides a YouTube-based link to the video, but not to
the main site at the OSGeo portal (Mason 2013).
2.2.5 Star Trek and GRASS GIS
The TV show Star Trek (IMDB: Star Trek 2014) was
initially broadcasted between 1966 and 1969. The ac-
tor William Shatner, who would provide the voice-
over for the GRASS video in 1987, stars in the TV
show as the Captain “James Tiberius Kirk” of the fic-
tional starship USS Enterprise. The choice of William
Shatner to narrate the promotional video was not ac-
cidental, as the actor Leonard Nimoy, who played
the alien “Mr. Spock” from the fictional planet Vul-
can in the same TV show, would have been the
backup for Mr. Shatner. The launch of a sequel
to the original Star Trek TV show in 1987, named
“Star Trek: The Next Generation”, without the orig-
inal cast, seems to be coincidence (IMDB: Star Trek:
The Next Generation 2014). From the early days of
GRASS GIS development, user feedback to the de-
velopers had been influenced by the concepts of ad-
vanced information visualization as foreseen by the
Star Trek TV show, thereby indirectly affecting the
evolution of the GRASS software (Westervelt 2004).
The striking similarities of the tolerance-based be-
havioral codes among the fan communities devoted
to the Star Trek TV shows and the meritocratic values
of OSGeo project communities remain to be analysed
(Shatner & Kreski 1999, Löwe & Neteler 2014).
3 Reference Case: Preserving and
Citation of the GRASS GIS Video
3.1 Non-textual Media at the German Na-
tional Library of Science and Technology
The German National Library of Science and Tech-
nology (TIB) is one of the largest specialized li-
braries worldwide. TIB is a member of the Leibniz-
Association, a German umbrella organisation for 86
institutions conducting research and providing sci-
entific infrastructure. It is jointly financed by the fed-
eral government and the federal states of Germany.
The TIB’s task is to comprehensively acquire and
archive literature from around the world pertaining
to all areas of engineering as well as architecture,
chemistry, information technology, mathematics and
physics.
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Within TIB, the Competence Centre for non-
textual Materials is committed to improve the ac-
cess and use of non-textual material ranging from
audiovisual media, research data to 3D objects. This
material is to be systematically collected and pre-
served as cultural heritage. For this task, an ad-
vanced web-based platform for audiovisual media
(AV-Portal) is currently being developed by TIB and
the Hasso-Plattner Institut for software system tech-
nology GmbH (HPI)(Neumann & Plank 2013).
The AV-Portal optimizes access to and the use of
scientific videos from the fields of engineering and
science in the face of the rapidly growing numbers of
scientific film being published on Web 2.0 platforms.
For this, advanced multimedia analysis methods
such as scene, speech, text and image recognition
are combined in order to enhance the bibliographic
metadata to enable extended search capabilities. The
results are also connected to new knowledge by link-
ing the data semantically. The aim is to make it as
easy for users to locate and use the growing stock of
non-textual material as it is for them now to procure
textual media.
In addition, films stored in the AV-Portal are as-
signed with digital object identifiers (DOI) as persis-
tent identifiers to ensure that the non-textual media
are accessible long term from difference sources, irre-
spective of their current location, enabling long term
citation and referencing. This enables fine-grained
citation using the Media Fragment identifier (MFID)
standard to provide a individual citable DOI for each
segment of a film.
The AV-Portal will be released by mid 2014, pro-
viding acces to scientific films in German and En-
glish.
3.2 Discovery of an Alternative Version of
the GRASS Promotional Video
Because the problems regarding the citation of the
GRASS promotional video were known during the
testing phase of the AV-Portal, the original copyright
owners of the video were contacted, whether it could
become a test case for the AV-Portal media collection.
Following an initial positive response, the following
steps triggered a search in the archives of the original
producing company, Moving Pictures Productions.
In this process, a formerly unpublished high reso-
lution version of the GRASS promotional video was
discovered. The content of this high resolution video
is currently being transcoded by TIB and will un-
dergo subsequent advanced multimedia analysis to
receive enhanced, comparatively fine granular meta-
data which will be also indexed next to the biblio-
graphic metadata. The searchable and citable video
will become available online following the release of
the TIB AV-Portal.
3.3 Upcoming Research Activities
Visual comparison of the previously known VHS-
copy of the GRASS promotionaoe video and newly
discovered version show that multiple differences
exist. An example is given in Figure 2. At this point
it is assumed that the high resolution footage is an
earlier edit and predates the VHS-version. An in-
depth MFID-based comparative analysis will be con-
ducted once both videos have been published on the
AV-Portal.
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Figure 1: Example of the improved coloring and video resolution of the 
newly discovered high resolution version of the GRASS promotional video 
(right) compared to the VHS-version (left). 
Figure 1: Example of the improved coloring and
video resolution of the newly discovered high res-
olution version of the GRASS promotional video
(right) compared to the VHS-version (left).
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The preservation of AV-content as described for the GRASS promotional video 
is a crucial first step, but it is only a part of a larger unified preservation effort for 
research data on a larger scale: OSGeo Projects are centered on the development 
of software code, which can in turn become a field of analysis and research, 
taking advantage of the twin nature of software being perceived as data and vice 
versa (Graham 1995). For this, visualizations and animations are already being 
used and published on Web 2.0 portals, which contain the described limitations 
regarding citability and long term preservation. Figure 3 provides an example on 
the current state of the art. However, the tight coupling of multimedia, research 
data and software repositories enabling reference and citation via DOI remains an 
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known version of the GRASS promotional video
(left) and the newly discovered high-resolution ver-
sion (right) .
4 The Road Ahe d
The preservation of AV-content as describe for th
GRASS promotional video is a crucial first step, but
it is only a part of a larg r unified preservation effort
for research data on a larger scale: OSGeo Projects
are centered on the development of software code,
which can in turn become a field of analysis and re-
search, taking advantage of the twin nature of soft-
ware being perceived as data and vice versa (Gra-
ham 1995). For this, visualizations and animations
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are already being used and published on Web 2.0
portals, which contain the described limitations re-
garding citability and long term preservation. Fig-
ure 3 provides an example on the current state of the
art. However, the tight coupling of multimedia, re-
search data and software repositories enabling refer-
ence and citation via DOI remains an active research
topic for non-textual information management.
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activ  research topic for on-textual information management. 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Still frame from a visual analytics animation providing a high 
level view on the evolving of the GRASS GIS codebase using the Gource 
software for software version control visualization (Neteler 2013, Grouse 
2014). 
5 Conclusion 
 
The integration of the historic GRASS GIS promotional video from 1987 into the 
upcoming TIB AV-portal is a success story and will serve as reference case for 
future multimedia preservation activities within the OSGeo communities. The 
discovery of an unpublished alternative high resolution version of the footage 
will enable further research using DOI-based citation of the video versions. 
 
While this is a rare and unexpected find from the early days of Geoinformatics, 
the benefit provided by web portals such as the TIB AV-Portal to the OSGeo 
project communities lies in preservation, improved access and citability of 
contemporary multimedia information: The supply, use and significance of non-
textual media is continually increasing while only a tiny proportion of these 
materials can be searched and explored right now.  
Figure 3: Still frame from a visual nalytics anima-
tion providing a high level view on the evolving of
the GRASS GIS codebase using the Gource software
for software version control visualization (Neteler
2013, Grouse 2014). .
5 Conclusion
The integration of the historic GRASS GIS promo-
ti nal video from 1987 into the upcoming TIB AV-
portal is a success story and will serve as refer-
ence case for future multimedia preservation activi-
ties within the OSGeo communities. The discovery
of an unpublished alternative high resolution ver-
sion of the footage will enable further research using
DOI-based citation of the video versions.
While this is a rare and unexpected find from
the early days of Geoinformatics, the benefit pro-
vided by web portals such as the TIB AV-Portal to
the OSGeo project communities lies in preservation,
improved access and citability of contemporary mul-
timedia information: The supply, use and signifi-
cance of non-textual media is continually increasing
while only a tiny proportion of these materials can be
searched and explored right now.
One response to face these new challenges is the
extension of library portals to accommodate non-
textual information, develop new tools for indexing,
searching, browsing and displaying the data, includ-
ing software, as well as enrich the data with semantic
information. The new search services for library user
communities, including the OSGeo project commu-
nities, will provide innovative search scenarios and
new ways of tapping into knowledge.
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